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ABSTRACT 

With the progression and innovations of the Information Technology industry, computer 

systems have become not only a part of an organization but the heart of it that drives their 

daily routines and manages and tracks the entire business process for most enterprises and 

for decades Advanced Business Languages (ABL) have been evolving to provide successful 

economic solutions to drive these businesses. Progress 4GL (Fourth Generation Language) is 

one such Advanced Business Language where organizations have developed entire business 

process on for 30 years. However, with the advancement of Free and Open Sourced Software 

providing business solutions, some organizations using these legacy systems are looking for 

means of migration. Even though proprietary service providers exists for the migration 

process, organizations with decades old data are reluctant to use them for both cost and 

security reasons. Yet, in house development is also costly since ABL experts are very few 

and would require much time and effort to complete the process.  

This research project is focused on a solution to develop such expert system that can 

interpret progress 4GL code to aid not only enterprises with migration but also engineers to 

learn and understand the language logic with ease. With the use of the Machine Learning 

technologies where research concerning modelling human thinking into machines are 

popular, this thesis provides a Proof of Concept for a methodology in which, an expert 

system can be created to read 4GL code, analyse the code, understand and infer the code 

logic and output the workflow in a graphical Flow Chart format. The prototype is run 

through several training 4GL programs to evaluate the implementation of the proposed 

theory. Current application proves to be successful for code with simple syntax and leaves 

room for further improvements to the system that can be enhanced to process 4GL’s many 

complex and evolving constructs and also the possibility of translating to a different 

language. 

 

Keywords: Expert Systems, Natural Language Processing, CLIPSJNI, Progress 4GL, 

mxGraph, Java-ML, Proparse 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since its introduction to the corporate world decades ago Information Technology has 

become a driving force in the business world allowing corporations to not only broaden their 

spectrum of work but also to carry out their daily business functions; and Fourth Generation 

Languages (4GL) have been a popular option in developing customized application Software 

for these businesses. Progress Software Corporation’s OpenEdge Advanced Business 

Language known commonly as Progress 4GL is one such 4GL that has been helping 

organizations create and run the best business applications since its first commercial release 

in 1984 [1-4]. Even though they provide quality economic services, some organizations 

using these legacy 4GL systems are looking for migration options to free and open source 

platforms since migration seems more commendable than the cost of upgrading and 

maintaining their current proprietary environments. 

However, there is a certain risk in migrating to a new environment due to the organization’s 

massive domain knowledge which is captured in the billions of lines of code in the program 

files written in 4GL. In addition, the lack of 4GL programming knowledge experts makes the 

task more tedious and impractical.  

There are many number of proprietary software available to translate 4GL code to other open 

source languages such as JAVA but using such software puts the organization at the risk of 

sharing sensitive business information to a third party source. This particular problem has 

been addressed by many researches giving solutions from reverse engineer 4GL systems to 

methodical step by step translation of legacy systems. However, none provide a common 

solution that can be applied to any 4GL language legacy systems and to be used without 

fearing any sensitive data leaks.  

Therefore, this research proposes one methodology that can be helpful for 

organizations looking for systems migration without having to use any additional 

expertise and resources while protecting the organizational data and finances. In the 

technological work where research concerning modelling human thinking into 

machines are popular, a system that is capable of learning a programming language 

to describe the workflow or even to translate the code would be ideal to solve the 

problem at hand. Therefore, the research is a proof of concept of extracting out the 

programming language constructs from the 4GL code approach with use of machine 
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learning technology and logical programming in order to support organizations to 

shift platforms. 

1.1. Thesis Statement 

The aim of  the thesis is to identify a methodology where a computer system is 

capable of interpreting a program written in 4GL code and by doing so aid 

organizations with a practical solution for code migration to a new environment. The 

thesis looks into various 4GL interpretation and reverse engineering technologies as 

well as machine learning technologies that can be used to define the rule base and 

inference engine to interpret the 4GL code. The goal of the thesis is to provide a 

proof of concept to implement such intelligent system capable of learning a 4GL 

programming language. Even though research on conversion of programming 

language from one natural language to another (English to Spanish) is available and 

conversion between various other programming languages exists, research on 

training a machine to learn or identify a programming language is limited. Therefore, 

this thesis further aims at contributing as a stepping stone to the idea of Programming 

Language Processing taking Natural Language Processing as the baseline. 

1.2. Thesis Overview  

This thesis consists of five chapters structured as follows: 

 Chapter 2: Background 

This chapter provides a detailed review of 4GL languages, 4GL reverse 

engineering concepts, Machine Learning and as well as Natural Language 

Processing concepts that forms the foundation for the research.  

 Chapter 3: Application Of Machine Learning For Extracting 

Programming Language Constructs From 4GL Legacy Code 

The concepts and construction of the methodology in achieving the thesis 

goal are detailed out in this chapter. The process of achieving the goals is 

also explained is also described here. 

 Chapter 4: System Implementation & Evaluation 
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This chapter contains the details of the implementation, integration and the 

validation process of the proposed system. The chapter also highlights the 

results and the limitations faced when implementing the proposed solution. 

 Chapter 5: Conclusions & Recommendations  

The final chapter contains the description of the current status of the research 

project and the summarization of the achievements and the future work as 

well as discussion on the recommendations to continue and improve the 

current research. 
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2. BACKGROUND  

The research area is concerned about creating a system that is intelligent to 

learn Progress® 4GL and interpret the workflow of an input of Progress® code. 

There are several areas of interest when looking into existing work that is related to 

the research and can be categorized overall as, research related any kind of 4GL 

programming language; any existing applications systems or alternate approaches 

available on solving the business problem; research related to building any kind of 

translators for programming languages that can understand or interpret coding and 

finally research related to building expert AI systems. With the findings of these key 

areas, the methodology on arriving at a solution can be outlined. The findings are 

important not only to understand the domain on which it is used, but also to integrate 

different existing techniques to successfully create the machine learning application 

for extracting 4GL Programming Language constructs. Below sections explains the 

findings for each category. 

2.1. 4GL Application Environments 

Fourth Generation Programming Languages and environments are very high 

level programming languages that are built for a specific purpose and are more 

oriented towards problem solving or development of commercial business software 

[5].There are many such 4GL languages available and are categorized depending on 

the type of service they focus on. SQL, Python, Informix 4GL, Ingres 4GL and 

Progress 4GL are some popular examples for 4GL languages. SQL and Python are 

generic 4GL languages and Ingres 4GL is a Database Query Language while 

Progress® 4GL and Informix 4GL provide Data manipulation, analysis, reporting 

functionalities to GUI Creation services to database-driver GUI application 

development functionalities. One thing that the latter three 4GL languages have in 

common is the fact that they all lack expertise on domain knowledge in companies 

using the technology and the cost of maintaining a legacy system running on these 

languages therefore is high.  

IBM® Informix® 4GL is a comprehensive fourth-generation application 

development and production environment that provides users with flexibility without 
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the need for third-generation languages like C and COBOL [6]. It provides tools to 

create sophisticated database application with a consistent interface and with the 

capability to provide high-performance application execution. Informix 4GL allow 

easy deployment of functions on the Web and leverages any existing 4GL code to 

create Web services for applications that can be written in other programming 

languages such as Java and .Net without having to write and actual Java or .Net code.  

Similarly, Progress® 4GL which was founded in 1981 and first publicly 

traded on NASDAQ in 1991 has more than 30 years of experience in application 

development and deployment and it helps organizations to create and run business 

application to best suit their needs [7]. They are focused on building the next 

generation of Cloud computing and are motivated to putting world-class, real-time 

analytics, decision-making, and data visualization at the fingertips of business users 

making the development, deployment, and management of business applications 

even simpler on any platform, any device, and any Cloud. Progress Software 

company statistics states that their products are purchased by more than 140,000 

enterprises in 175+ countries and more than 4 million people are using applications 

built on their Progress technology [7].  

Progress® OpenEdge® provides a modern, future-proof development 

platform for building dynamic, multi-tenant, multi-language applications across any 

platform, any mobile device, any Cloud as illustrated by Figure 2.1. It helps 

businesses to react in an instant to evolving market conditions, customer demands, 

regulatory changes, and the competitive landscape [7]. 
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Figure 2.1: Next -generation application development and deployment: Source [7] 

However, even with the promising future of these 4GL software application 

environments, not all enterprises are capable of continuing to grow with this 

proprietary software. A common problem statements highlighted in most of the 

research carried out on 4GL systems are that of its Cost on the licensing as well as 

the special technology and domain knowledge that is required to continue the 

business. Some such researches are [9], [10], [11] and [12]. Therefore, some 

enterprises built on Progress® who are pressured to continue to lookout for 

specialized resources and training as well as to bear the cost of upgrades and 

licensing are now looking into feasible opportunities to migrate to different platforms 

which would not disrupt their business process. 

2.2. 4GL Conversion and Migration 

There are many systems that have been developed which supports 4GL 

conversion and migration to various different languages, databases environments or 

platforms. IBM themselves have provided several transition and migration support 
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for its Informix 4GL to support their users for better transformation. Some of these 

tools and software are described below with reference to [8] and [13] - [21].  

 IBM Informix 4GL to EGL Migration 

Informix 4GL of IBM is designed for a specific purpose and it is ideally 

suited for its purpose although, since Informix 4GL only supports character based 

end user programs (CHUI) rather than graphical end-user programs (GUI) and since 

it only operates against Informix databases, some are looking into transitioning from 

Informix 4GL to EGL (Enterprise Generation Language) [8]. IBM EGL is a 

development environment and a structured programming language used for 

development of business application which outputs JAVA/J2SE or JAVA/J2EE code 

as required for the application. The transition support provided is for Informix 4GL 

only. If not businesses should build up their system from EGL. 

 IBM Informix to Oracle Migration 

SQLWays migration is a tool that is capable of automatically converting data, 

stored procedures, functions, triggers, database schema (DDL), and other database 

objects such as indexes and views and is recommended for Informix to Oracle 

Migration [13]. The software helps convert Informix server-side logic as well as 

front-end queries and scripts to confirm Oracle SQL syntax.  

 IBM Informix 4GL Applications to Informix Genero 

Informix Genero is another specialized and modernized 4GL application 

development and deployment environment that supports rapid application 

development and supports creating applications for Service Oriented Architecture 

(SOA) [14]. More importantly it is focused on reducing cost of re-development and 

protecting the organizations domain knowledge and the investment made on 

Informix 4GL applications [14], [15].  

 4GL Connector 

The MoreData Company provides specialized services for Informix 4GL such 

as Performance Tuning, Load Balancing, Replication Setup, Backup Setup etc. The 

company further provides an Open Source technology solution called the 4GL 
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connector that would expose 4GL functions as EJB3 or Web services bypassing 

integration issues caused and allowing 4GL code to be used in SOA / Java EE 

systems without any code conversion [16], [17]. 

 FreeSoft 

FreeSoft is a technology service provider that has been involved in 

technology migration since 1998. It provides a series of automated conversion 

technologies, project methodologies and processes to understand and transform a 

variety of legacy systems into modern IT environment and new architecture, while 

ensuring the lowest risk and cost [18]. Their legacy modernization services enable 

customers to transform different legacy systems running on heterogeneous 

proprietary platforms, developed in the listed programming languages with data 

stored in their legacy databases, into a Java EE or .NET technology platform. 

However, with using such third party vendor, businesses need to share their 

confidential domain knowledge and work as well as to bear the cost of services 

provided. 

 4GL Language Conversion to SAS Software 

The paper Conversion to SAS Software from other 4GL languages [19] 

provides three primary reasons as to why the conversion is needed. First two reasons 

of which are the most common in all 4GL conversions: Cost and the focus skill set 

and training. The third reason stated is strategic issues. The strategic issues are 

further categorized as Platform Crossover, Legacy Systems and Long Term 

Viability. In consideration with the business problem in focus, all three of the issues 

are of major concern. The paper further gives distinct guidelines as to how the 

conversion should be carried out from identifying active programs, identifying the 

data used to deciding whether to mimic the existing system or improve the system. 

 Progress 4GL to Java Conversions 

There are conversion and migration tools available for Progress® 4GL as 

well [20], [21]. These tools are proprietary and would cost the business not only 

financially but also with the risk of exposing sensitive domain knowledge to a third 

party vendor. One such tool is the RainCode software that translates the procedural 
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Progress 4GL in to object oriented Java code operating on either Oracle or SQL 

database to a similar environment as the existing system or a new thin-client server 

based deployment architecture as shown in Figure 2.2. [20].  

 

Figure 2.2: Automatic migration of Progress 4GL application to Java: Source [20] 

Similar software is the Golden Code Development Corporation’s Progress 

4GL to Java Conversion and is focused on providing a functionally identical pure 

Java application [21]. The software company is driven towards providing Progress 

4GL users freedom from the bond to the Progress Software Cooperation and 

provides two solutions, one is the traditional option where a team of dedicated 

developers would rewrite the application and the second is the automated conversion. 

Some important facts that the whitepaper highlights are the complications of 

Progress 4GL which are, inconsistent 4GL syntax that in many cases is arbitrary or 

confusing to users; the large amount of implicit behaviour that causes many material 

aspects of a program to be hidden and also the lack of modern features for structuring 

and/or reusing code causes heavy reliance upon shared variables, cut and paste, the 

pre-processor and other techniques which increase maintenance effort. 
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2.3. 4GL Reverse Engineering 

Apart from actual software that are available for conversion and migration of 

4GL systems, there are research that has been carried out on reverse engineering 

4GL systems so that the design can be extracted out from them. First of such reverse 

engineering research is the Automated Reverse Engineering of Legacy 4GL 

Information System Applications using the ITOC Workbench [22]. The paper 

describes the process of extracting information from the Ingres Relational Database 

application. This data is then converted into Oracle CASE repository elements. Each 

of the steps described in the process produces an object in the ITOC analysis schema 

and are provided as input to the next process. Overview of this process is shown in 

Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3: ITOC Design Recovery Process: Source [22] 

There are more studies done on 4GL legacy systems that are dependent on the 

vendor and are not automated and require manual migration. These are often not 

economically feasible and therefore to reduce costs of the migration or re-

engineering, it is required to develop tools to automate processes and assist the 

developers [23], [24] and [25].  

The design recovery process of a Logistical Wholesale System [23] is given 

in the Figures 2.4 and 2.5. This process contains reverse engineering the Magic 4GL 

application and presenting different architectural views to the developers. The views 

extracted are used to determine the functional components and logical components to 

map the entity relationships. This reverse engineering process first extracts the facts 
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using the Columbus reverse engineering methodology [30] and produces the schema 

that determines the structure of the Abstract Semantic Graph (ASG). As the second 

step the design is recovered by using analysis techniques to gather information on the 

views: Physical View, Call View, Menu View and the User Rights View. The third 

step is to recover the Database Design. Here the tables and their relationships and the 

definite CRUD operations are clearly identified.  

 

Figure 2.4: Design Recovery Process of a Logistical Wholesale System: Source [23] 

 

Figure 2.5: Design Recovery Tasks: Source [23] 

Another common issue with 4GL systems is that they are hard to modify 

without a specific skill set and knowledge and are expensive to maintain on the long 

run and are quite difficult to integrate with new technology. Therefore, upgrading or 

evolving a legacy 4GL system is difficult. To address this issue, the paper A 

Transformational Approach for Legacy System provides guidelines for an optimal 

transformation of legacy systems into Unix-RDBMS architectures [24]. This paper 

stresses that the reuse of the existing system components as much as possible to 

recover the assets data and the business logic. For the problem at hand re-using 

components is not acceptable, however, the paper provides a checklist of items to 

lookout for when transforming such system. Commonly they are to avoid short term 

solutions, avoid partial solutions, avoid altering the code logic, avoid creating new 
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bugs in the code, avoid environment emulation solutions, and avoid emulation of 

data formats and to normalize the data implementation design. Additionally, it insists 

on paying particular attention to the indexed-files and not to alter data access logic 

inside the code or create unnecessary data. 

The similar concept as to why 4GL systems needs to be migrated are depicted 

in the paper that describes automation in cross-platform migration shown in Figure 

2.6 [25]. In addition to the methodology, the paper describes possible version 

conflicts that can occur during conversion. 

 

Figure 2.6: Version Conflict in Migration – Source [25] 

2.4. 4GL and Machine Learning 

Another area of research is on the use of Machine Learning on 4GL code. 

While there were no research papers to be found on the area of Machine Learning on 

4GL to interpret the code, several researches on Code and Effort estimation were 

available [27], [28], [29] and [30].  

The effort estimation paper that uses Statistics and Data Mining aims at two 

goals: present a comparative analysis about statistic techniques and data mining 

methods; and to build different approaches to predict the maintenance time of 4GL 

programs from the metrics considered in this work [27]. Here the authors have 

focused on predicting the estimates based on the different types of operations used on 

the code. The research is carried out on historical data collected rather than reading 

the code to estimate the metrics. 
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The two neural network approaches to estimate lines of code both require the 

function points of the 4GL code known before applying the prediction. Therefore 

does not process the 4GL code itself to get to the results [28] and [30]. The method 

followed by the authors is shown in Figure 2.7. 

 

Figure 2.7: Neural Network Model: Source [28] and [30] 

Comparison of several machine learning methods for Software Effort 

Estimation (SEE) along with guidelines to choose the correct machine learning 

model to improve the SEE is explained in the paper "A principled evaluation of 

ensembles of learning machines for software effort estimation" [29]. This method too 

however relies on the functional size to derive at the final estimate.  

2.5. Systems that Think Rationally 

There are many complications and constructs that differs programming 

languages from Natural Languages. For example, in order to gather the context of a 

program one may be required to read the entire code following the entire call stack to 

get the outcome where as in Natural Languages the scope is much restricted to a 

sentence made up of several combinations of words that can more easily be 

translated into another language. Therefore, prior to building a system to understand 

a programming language, the understanding on machines that can think is needed. 

Following sections provides some well-known examples followed by an overall 

overview of the literature on such expert systems. 
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2.5.1. Google Translate 

Google Translate is one of the most popular and well know Natural Language 

processing system that uses Statistical Machine Translation to generate translations 

based on patterns found in large amount of text [31]. Google Translate uses the same 

concept as any beginner learning a new language: it first starts with set of vocabulary 

words and grammatical rules to construct sentences. However, since learning all 

rules to a language is difficult and since there are exceptions to these rules as well as 

to having to cater to multiple languages, Google Translate try to discover the rules by 

itself. In order to generate these rules, it makes use of millions of text and documents 

already translated by human translators. Books, documents and Webpages from 

libraries and organizations are scanned by the system to recognize statistically 

significant patterns. Following this process many number of times Google Translate 

computer system has become one smart computer [31]. 

2.5.2. Moses: Statistical Machine Translation System 

Similar to Google Translate, Moses is an open-source Statistical Machine Translation 

system that infers translations between two languages by using occurrences of words 

and segments (phrases) in stream of parallel input [32]. Initially developed by a 

student of University of Edinburgh, the system consists of two major components: 

The Training Pipeline which is a collection of tools that builds the machine 

translation model from raw data and The Decoder which is a C++ application that 

translates a source language into a target language when the machine language model 

generated from the training pipeline is provided. The training model tokenizes text 

and converts them to standard case to apply heuristics to remove misaligned data and 

generates word alignments (Figure 2.8). Using these alignments, phrase to phrase 

alignments or hierarchical rules are extracted and to estimate probability corpus-

statistics are applied on these rules. [32] The Decoder’s job is to find the highest 

scoring sentence to get the target language translation. 

According to the model generated by the Moses team, the best English output 

sentence ebest given a foreign sentence f is as follows (Figure 2.9): 
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Figure 2.8: Word Alignment. Source [32] 

 

Figure 2.9: Moses Best English Output Sentence Model. Source [32] 

2.5.3. Google Prediction API 

Google Prediction API is a platform that provides pattern-matching and machine 

learning capabilities where based on these users can create their own applications to 

predict user preferences based on past viewing habits, or categorize email as spam or 

determine the nature of comments to be positive or negative by analysing posted 

comments or guess daily expenditure based upon spending history [33]. 
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2.5.4. Creating New Language Translation for a Rulebase 

A more simple and straightforward translation system can be created by customizing 

the Oracle Policy Modelling tool where translation document is created along with 

all rule-base elements such as attributes, screens, messages, events and general 

metadata which requires to be translated for deployment [34]. The Oracle Policy 

Modelling supports rule authoring in any language and allows user to define the 

language parser for writing rules and region based formatting for dates, numbers and 

currency values. 

2.6. Example Based Machine Translation (EBMT) 

Example Based Machine Translation (EBMT) is a translation and machine learning 

mechanism where knowledge is instituted using a database of examples and these 

examples are used to translate new source text. Examples are pre-translated 

sentences [35-43]. Overview of the system is shown in Figure 2.10. The interior 

workflow of an EBMT is shown in Figure 2.11. 

 

Figure 2.10: Understanding of Example Based Machine Translation (EBMT) system to create translation 

system. Source [42]  
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Figure 2.11: EBMT System Configuration. Source [35] 

2.7. Rule Based and Expert Systems 

One technique of creating AI systems is Agent-based Software Engineering. 

Many researches has been conducted in this area and a collection of these revised 

papers are available in the Agent-Oriented Software Engineering book published by 

the First International Workshop in 2000 [44]. Most of these agent based systems are 

distributed production systems. Similar methodology should be applicable when 

creating an application to learn a Programming Language as well. Following figures 

2.12, 2.13 and 2.14 depicts the common formation of agent based systems that can be 

applied here. 

 

Figure 2.12: Agents Acting on a Dynamic Environment: Source [44] 

 

Figure 2.13: Strategic Decision Making to Arrive at a Solution: Source [44] 
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Figure 2.14: Roles of and Agent: Source [44] 

Another common approach used for Natural Language processing is through 

Rule Based Systems [45], [46] and [47]. There are researches that are done on rule-

based systems that are capable of adapting to a particular application domain [44]. 

There are statistical techniques that have been followed in order for a machine to be 

able to translate one language to another [48]. The researches have constructed 

systems that are capable of speech recognition through identifying linguistic rules 

that determines the complexity of a language and constructing a coherent framework 

where the rules are assembled to recognize the speed. Similarly, for programming 

languages, it would be important to first identify the “linguistic” of the language per-

se before creating the rules based upon them which the system can apply on. 

2.8. Intelligent Compilers 

ConTraST Transpiler is a configurable Specification and Description 

Language (SDL) transpiler with its own runtime environment [49]. A Transpiler can 

be defined as a Transcompiler or Source-to-Source Compiler or in simple terms a 

translator for programming languages and the SDL, Specification and Description 

Language is a powerful and comprehensive language that contains four constructs, 

the  Core which is the minimum language coverage to provide communicating, the 
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Static1 the extension with common language features within processes covering, the 

Static2 the language extension with services, inheritance and all other transition 

triggers and finally Dynamic that covers those language features which make use of 

dynamic memory or extension to the state tree during runtime. 

The paper introduces a transformation method of an SDL specification into a 

C++ representation. This approach is similar and the reverse of the current proposed 

process where instead of a SDL specification as an input, the system is to output a 

similar construct after analysing and understanding Progress® 4Gl code instead of 

C++. The authors first perform a syntax analysis of the specification and derive an 

object oriented syntax tree. Then the syntax tree is transformed into process types 

and instances and all SDL expressions are transformed to an object oriented format. 

Once these are gathered the potential for possible optimizations or further 

transformations is determined. This resulting syntax tree is then used for the code 

generation. Finally, the system file or the main program and the makefile for 

compilation are generated. 

Figure 2.15 shows the high level architecture of the system that creates code 

out of the SDL. 
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Figure 2.15: Architecture of the ConTraST runtime environment and the abstract syntax: Source [49] 

Another category of intelligent compilers is the pattern-matching compiler 

introduced in 2001. This pattern-matching compiler contains a Yacc-like pre-

processor and does not depend on a given term representation and it accepts 

implementation of terms (or term like data-types) of yet existing applications. This 

tool is well-suited for industrial use and the implementations of rule-based languages 

since it permits to define and execute rewrite rules upon those types [50]. In order for 

the proposed system to read the 4GL code an Intelligent Compiler will be required to 

tokenize the program code and identify key words, statements and other language 

constructs in order to extract the summary of the logic presented in the code. 

2.9. System Requirements 

With more research into similar approaches followed for Natural Language 

processing, a common methodology can be derived to approach the problem of 

Extracting 4GL Programming Language Constructs through Machine Learning. 
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There are also very little research that has been done in Programming 

Language translation itself, yet alone to create an Expert System to do the translation. 

The closest Programming language conversion research that are published is between 

FORTRAN and C [52]. There has also been a research on how rules can be mapped 

out of a programming language in 1978 [53]. Each of these is restricted to a different 

type of language and the closest research is the research done on procedural and 4GL 

language generation and migration tools that have looked into structure of the these 

languages [54], [55] and [56]. However, translation to 4GL would require finer 

breakdown of the language constructs and proper construction of the knowledge base 

and the machine learning techniques. The book, Artificial Intelligence: A Modern 

Approach, highlights three key areas that an expert system should have and which 

would be the key points on which the proposed methodology is built up to achieve 

the goals of the project. 

1. Natural Language Processing to enable it to communicate successfully in a 

human language 

2. Knowledge Representation to store information provided before or during 

the automated reasoning to use the stored information to solve the problem 

3. Machine Learning to adapt to new circumstances and to detect and 

extrapolate patterns 

2.10. Summary 

With the results of the above mentioned related work areas, it is certain that the 

problem domain is a frequently looked at issue though it is not for the same 4GL 

language and out of the many existing solutions available, the proposed system to 

learn and interpret Progress® 4GL has not been attempted. Further with the 

references to the Natural Language Processing techniques to Expert Systems to the 

intelligent compilers a path to achieving the project goal seems satisfactory.  
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3. APPLICATION OF MACHINE LEARNING FOR 

EXTRACTING PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

CONSTRUCTS FROM 4GL LEAGACY CODE 

The basis of the proposed solution in order to achieve the aforementioned thesis 

statement to create a smart application to interpret 4GL code was built upon the 

popular Deep Learning [61] concept for Natural Language Processing where 

researches are looking at how to create a mind.   

3.1. Deep Learning - How to Create a Mind? 

For over 2000 years scientists and philosophers have been studying intelligence 

looking into how the human brain see, learn, remember and reason what has to be 

done in order to artificially reproduce that intelligence. Solving this puzzle Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) has become a discipline and in times a popular science [58]. 

Artificial Intelligence has ever since evolved from the first stored program executed 

in electronic memory in 1946 to Alan Turing’s Turing Test to today’s complex AI 

systems that are capable of making decision through inference which shows signs of 

bringing Science Fiction pages to reality. Figure 3.1 summarized the timeline of AI 

break through achievements.  

The vast field of Artificial Intelligence has many variations. In order to simply 

understand what type of AI system is required to build out of this Stuart Russel & 

Peter Norvig advices on two questions to consider in the book AI: A Modern 

Approach [58]. 

1. Are you concerned about Behaviour or Thinking? 

2. Do you want to model humans or particular work from an ideal standard? 

Based on the possible answers for the above questions the following categorization 

of AI systems is derived. 

1. Systems that can think like humans 

2. Systems that can think rationally 

3. Systems that can act like humans 

4. Systems that can act rationally 
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With this understanding the proposed approach for the research is derived to be a 

system that can think rationally as depicted in Figure 3.2. 

There are many AI systems built in this category where machines are capable of 

analysing, attempting to understand and even producing translations in human 

(Natural) languages. Best known machine translation system is the Google 

Translate™ translation service. Taking a step further, IBM® Watson™, the reigning 

JEOPARDY! Champion is capable of answering questions [59], [60]. There are also 

knowledge extraction systems that are built for auto-coding of medical record data as 

well as software for online market research. Google News™ service also falls into 

this category and is capable of classifying news into buckets matching their 

relevance. 

 

Figure 3.1: AI's Evolution – Source [61] 
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Figure 3.2: AI System Categorization 

Deep Learning is a concept which first emerged in 1974 by Harvard scientist Paul 

Werbos [61] and is practiced Google to achieve smarter AI. In the works of Machine 

Intelligence futurist Ray Kurzwell in building a truly intelligent computer which can 

understand language and then make inferences and decisions on its own, he describes 

training a machine as a child learning a language for the first time. [61] 

“Some of today’s artificial neural networks can train themselves to recognize 

complex patterns.” 

 

Figure 3.3: Deep Learning - Source [61] 
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The key point shared by computer scientist and software engineer Jeff Dean of 

Google Inc. is that even machines should start from raw data and build up higher and 

higher. Just like children first capture words before building sentences, computers 

learn to form high level concepts from low level data. They need to be built to make 

observations and build up a higher level model on its own understanding. [61] 

Programming Languages when compared to Natural Languages does not differ much 

at a high level where both are means of communicate: Programming Languages with 

machines and Natural Languages with humans. Both contain syntax and semantics to 

understand the contents. However, Natural Languages existed for thousands of years, 

and nobody knows who designed the language; but artificial languages are 

synthesized by logicians and computer scientists to meet some specific design 

criteria [59], [60]. Out of the various Programming Languages or artificial languages, 

Fourth Generation Languages or 4GL languages are closer to Natural Languages. 

Therefore, in order to build a system that can interpret 4GL code could be applied in 

the same line of concepts of Natural Language Processing. 

3.2. Progress 4GL 

As described in chapter 2, Progress 4GL is an advanced 4GL language that provides 

platform for enterprises to develop, deploy, integrate and manage their business 

applications. As seen in Figure 3.4, Progress Software Company itself has been 

delivering market-leading software innovations since 1981. 
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Figure 3.4: Progress Software History – Source [2] 

The sample code snippet in Figure 3.5 shows simple data retrieval written in 

Progress 4GL and in SQL to understand its syntax nature and closeness to the 

English Language. The proposed system is to take such code as an input, tokenize 

and analyse the code to extract the logic automatically. 

 

Figure 3.5: Sample 4GL Code 

In order to build up the proposed solution, the 4GL language related research was 

categorized based on the criteria shown in Figure 3.6 for better understanding and 

derivation of the rule base for the project. CLIPS AI language is chosen for writing 

and evaluating the rules. 
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Figure 3.6: Research Categorization 

3.3. Java & Machine Learning 

Machine Learning is one of the most practical subsets of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

that focuses on probabilistic and statistical learning techniques. K-means clustering, 

fuzzy K-means clustering, K-means, Latent Dirichlet allocation, singular value 

decomposition, logistic regression, naive Bayes, and random forests are sample 

algorithms that are useful in learning and predictions [73]. Therefore, in order to 

incorporate AI to improve the output of the 4GL Programming Language Processing, 

machine learning tools are required. 

There are many open-sourced Machine Learning libraries available that can be 

integrated with Java based environments especially since Machine Learning is 

growing as a business tool. Java-ML (Java Machine Learning Library) and JSAT 

(Java Statistical Analysis Tool) are two such libraries that have a collection of 

machine learning algorithms implemented [71, 72].  

In addition, Apache Mahout on Hadoop platform, Apache Machine Learning Library 

(MLlib) on Apache Spark platform, MOA (Massive Online Analysis) with Advanced 

Data Mining and Machine Learning System (ADAMS) and SAMOA (Scalable 

Advanced Massive Online Analysis) on Apache Storm and Apache S4 projects are 

available for use for machine learning on Big Data [71]. Among these, Mahout 

provides a set of powerful mathematical tools designed specifically to use Hadoop to 

enable scalable processing of large data sets [73, 74]. It provides a fancy e-commerce 
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API containing algorithms to make predictions, classifications including hidden 

Markov models which is used to power speech and language recognition and aims at 

creating a Scalable Machine Learning Library. 

Another category of machine learning known as Deep Learning that works with 

Neural Networks also has Java libraries available for use for project development. 

Encog is such library that consists of algorithms such as SVM, classical neural 

networks, genetic programming, and bayesian networks, HMM and genetic 

algorithms. There is also a commercial grade deep learning library written in Java 

called Deeplearning4j which is compatible with Hadoop. It provides algorithms 

including Restricted Boltzmann machines, deep-belief networks and Stacked 

Denoising Autoencoders [71, 75]. 

Therefore, Java and Machine Learning integrated together can build smart data-

driven applications. 

3.4. Tools & Techniques 

3.4.1. NetBeans IDE 8.0 

For the development of the proof of concept, NetBeans Integrated Development 

Platform version 8.0 is used in order to develop with Java programming language. 

Java language was chosen for the following primary reasons: 

1. Java is one of the most popular programming languages which is available as 

a Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) under the GNU General Public 

Licence 

2. There are many libraries available that can help accelerate projects and it 

supports integration with the following utilities required for the project. 

a. ANTLR (Another Tool for Language Recognition) - parser generator 

for reading, processing, executing or translating structured text or 

binary files [62], [63]. 

b. MongoDB – Cross-Platform Open Source document based NoSQL 

database [64]. 
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c. CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System) - Public domain 

software tool for building expert systems that has a Clipsjni: Clips 

Java Native Interface [65]. 

d. mxGraph - JavaScript Graph Visualization Component using 

JGraphX [66], [67]. 

e. Joanju Proparse – Free and open-sourced library parser for Progress 

OpenEdge ABL [71] 

f. Java-ML – Java Machine Learning Library [77] 

3.4.2. Proparse 

Proparse is a Free and open-sourced parser for Progress OpenEdge Advanced 

Business Language initially created by John and Joan Green for both .Net and Java 

[76]. The library consists of classes to parse a Progress 4GL code and generate a 

parser tree and functions to retrieve and manipulate data in nodes. Use of proparse 

initially requires configuration of the environment to match the settings of the 

progress environment that is required to run the code [78]. This project configuration 

creates the RDBMS schema of the progress environment. Once project schema 

configuration files are created, instance of the project is created using the 

RefactorSession class to load the settings. The treeparser class is then called for a file 

to generate the syntax tree. The library also provides many methods to evaluate the 

values in the nodes of the syntax tree. These can be used to tokenize and parse into 

CLIPS to generate the fact and rules. 

3.4.3. CLIPSJNI - Clips Java Native Interface 

CLIPS is a complete expert system tool which stands for C Language Integrated 

Production System that provides a development and delivery environment for expert 

systems. Founded in 1984 at NASA’s Johnson Space Centre, it is now widely used 

throughout due to the following key features provided [52]. 

1. Knowledge Representation with support for the following three programming 

paradigms 

a. Rule Based: Represents knowledge as heuristic  where specific 

actions are defined for a given fact 
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b. Object Oriented: Allows complex systems to be created as modular 

components 

c. Procedural: Similar capabilities as C, Java, ADA and LISP 

2. Portability: Since CLIPS is written in C, it can be ported to any systems that 

has an ANSI compliant C or C++ compiler 

3. Integration/Extensibility: Can be embedded within procedural code. Java 

Native Interface available for JAVA integration. 

4. Interactive Development: Standard version available for text oriented 

development 

5. Verification/Validation: Supports modular design and partitioning of a 

knowledge base, static and dynamic constraint checking of slot values and 

function arguments, and semantic analysis of rule patterns to determine if 

inconsistencies could prevent a rule from firing or generate an error. 

6. Fully Documented: Reference Manual and Users Guide 

7. Low Cost: Public Domain Software 

Figure 3.7 illustrates the basic constructs of CLIPS programming. CLIPS 

programming mainly consists of Facts and Rules. Object Orient paradigm of CLIPS 

allows users to define fact and rule template objects. Once templates are defined, 

manipulation commands allow asserting, updating and removing data as well as the 

constructs.  
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Figure 3.7: CLIPS Construct – Source [68] 

Figure 3.8 show a sample CLIPS programming environment with fact and rule 

definition and evaluation. 

 

Figure 3.8: CLIPS Dev Platform 
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3.4.4. Java-ML 

Java Machine Learning Library is a cross platform open source library written in 

Java that consists of a collection of machine learning and data mining algorithms 

which is directed towards developers to include Machine Learning in their own java 

projects [77]. 

Figure 3.9 shows the overview of the different machine learning algorithm classes 

and interfaces. Integration of these algorithms is simple. Figure 3.10 contains the 

lines of codes needed to integrate K-means clustering algorithm in a Java program. It 

uses the FileHandler utility to load the data from the data file indicating which 

column the class label column is represented. Then an instance of the KMeans 

clustering algorithm is created with default values (k = 4). The created instance is 

then used to cluster the dataset where the results are returned as an array of datasets 

[77]. 

 

Figure 3.9: Overview of the main algorithms included in Java-ML. The number of algorithms for each 

category is shown in parentheses. Source [77] 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Java-ML: KMeans integration to Java Code. Source [77] 
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The Figure 3.11 depicts the lines of codes that is required to cross validate dataset 

and a classifier using K-Nearest-Neighbor. Similar to KMeans, dataset is first loaded 

and instance of KNearestNeighbors is created. In addition CrossValidation instance 

is created passing the KNN instance. Then the data is run though the cross validation 

which will return map that maps class label to its performance measure. 

 

Figure 3.11: Java-ML: Cross-validation experiment for specific dataset and classifier. Source [77] 

Once 4GL syntax tree is created and evaluated, Java-ML can be used help in 

generating a more accurate output flow diagram.  

3.4.5. MongoDB 

For better processing of the input code program and easy evaluation and 

interpretation of the facts NoSQL database is used. MongoDB is chosen as it is stated 

to be the only database that ties together the innovations of NoSQL such as 

flexibility, scalability, performance while building on the foundation of relational 

databases such as expressive query language, secondary indexes and strong 

consistency [64]. The key features of MongoDB are as follows: 

1. Flexible Data Model: Document data model makes it easy to store data of any 

structure and dynamically modify the schema. 

2. Highly Scalable: Scale up or scale out horizontally, from a single server to 

thousands of nodes. Supports deployment in the cloud and across multiple 

data centres. 

3. High Performance: Run high-performance systems at scale. Achieve millions 

of ops per second for read-heavy, write-heavy, and mixed read-write 

workloads 

4. Expressive Query Language: Provides varied field-level operators, data types 

and in-place updates. Drivers for just about any programming language make 

it intuitive to use. 
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5. Secondary Indexes: Fast, fine-grained access to data, including fully 

consistent indexes on any field, as well as geospatial, text search and TTL 

indexes. 

3.4.6. ANTLR 

ANTLR stands for Another Tool for Language Recognition and provides two main 

features. [62] 

1. Tool that translates user defined grammar to a parser/lexer  

2. Runtime needed for the generated parsers and lexers 

 

Figure 3.12: ANTLR Example – Source [63] 

 

Figure 3.13: Run ANTLR 

 

Figure 3.14: ANTLR GUI – Source [63] 
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3.4.7. mxGraph – JGraphX 

In order to output the results of the program evaluation in a graphical flow chart 

format mxGraph is used. mxGraph contains a Java Swing library version that can be 

imported to a package called the JGraphX (JGraph 6). [66], [67] 

 

Figure 3.15: mxGraph Example - Source [67] 
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4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 

This section provides the detail description of the implementation of the proposed 

4GL interpreter that is capable of processing 4GL code to output the workflow of the 

program logic in the format of a flow chart. 

4.1. System Overview 

Figure 4.1 depicts the high level workflow of the system to interpret 4GL code and 

Figure 4.2 depicts the same with the tools and technologies used. For the reasons 

stated in Section 3.4 Tools & Techniques Java is chosen as the Language to 

implement the 4GL code interpreter and is developed using NetBeans IDE. 

Application developed provides and interface for the user to input the required 

Progress 4GL program file. The entered file is assumed to have progress code with 

no syntax errors in order to build up the initial rule base. 

The application then saves each code statement with its line number into the 

MongoDB instance created. The code is stored so that the functionality can be 

modularized and separated for better performance. 

In order to create a more accurate syntax tree, the Joanju Proparse library for Java is 

used. The configuration of the progress development environment where the sample 

4GL code is created for including the PROPATH, database connections, database 

aliases etc. are first fully set up. The provided profactor configuration program is 

then run to generate the schema and other configuration files that are imported to the 

Java project. Then the proparse tool is used to generate the syntax tree.  
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Figure 4.1: 4GL Code Interpreter Workflow 

 

Figure 4.2: 4GL Code Interpreter with Tools & Technologies Used 
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Once the entire program is stored and the syntax tree is generated by the proparse, 

the evaluation module starts up the CLIPS environment and runs each statement 

word to word to compare with its fact base and creates the necessary results 

matching any rules defined. These evaluated results for each statement or code block 

is written back to the MongoDB instance. 

After evaluating the program and saving the results, the data is queried in order of 

logic to create dynamic vertex objects using JGraphX for each process. Once entire 

logic is written to nodes, the edges between the objects are inserted to complete the 

flow diagram. When completed, the final flow chart of the program logic is displayed 

using a JFrame. 

The results of the evaluated program code to diagram are stored as a data file with 

appropriate class labels. With this categorization, unknown logic can be predicted 

with the use of the Java-ML library class instances. These class labels could aid the 

output flow chart generation to provide a more accurate output without having to 

manually label each token type in the syntax tree the application comes across. 

This basic workflow can then be enhanced so that the CLIPS inference engine can 

generate and save the rules for future use. To define the language rules and identify 

which rules to create ANTLR can be used. ANTLR provides similar functionality to 

Lex & Yacc used with C language. 

4.2. Proparse Configuration & Syntax Tree Generation 

In order for the Proparse library to compile and build the syntax tree, it is required 

that the input Progress 4GL code to be compiled and be free of any syntax errors. 

This includes database schema and propath settings to locate programs called within 

the progress code as well. Therefore, these configurations need to be generated and 

imported to the Java project in order for Proparse to run without exceptions. 

Following describes the steps to setup the configurations. 

To generate the schema data and other settings, the Proparse project provides a 

progress 4GL program that is required to be run in the Progress environment in 

which the code programs used for the parser are supposed to be run. Therefore, the 

first step is to start the progress development session with the following setups [78]: 
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 PROPATH 

 Progress Configuration Settings 

 Database Connections 

 Database Aliases etc. 

Once the environment is setup, the provided configuration.p program should be run 

as follows: 

 

RUN prorefactor/configure.p. 

 

 

The program will prompt for the project path settings and the project name in order 

to generate and save the configuration settings as shown in Figure 4.4. 

When the configuration is completed, the program would have created the following 

files in the provided project location under new folder called 

“profactor/project/<ProjectName >”. 

 Progress Properties File 

batch_mode=false 

opsys=WIN32 

proversion=11.5 

window_system=MS-WINXP 

propath=C\:\\Users\\user\\MSC_UoM\\FinalProject\\samples\\prorefa

ctor_config_003\\,.,C\:\\Progress\\OpenEdge\\gui,…,C\:\\Progress\\Op

enEdge\\bin 

database_aliases= 

 Proparse Properties File 

schema_file=C\:\\Users\\user\\MSC_UoM\\FinalProject\\Implementation

\\4GLInterpreter\\4GL/prorefactor/projects/4GLInterpreter/prorefactor.sc

hema 

 Profactor Schema (Entre Sports2000 Database schema of Progress OpenEdge 

Developer Studio) 
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:: MySportsDB 1 

: Customer 11180 

CustNum 11183 INTEGER 0 

Name 11184 CHARACTER 0 

Address 11185 CHARACTER 0 

Address2 11200 CHARACTER 0 

City 11201 CHARACTER 0 

State 11202 CHARACTER 0 

Country 11203 CHARACTER 0 

: 

: 

  

Figure 4.3: (a). Sample Data Dictionary  (b.) PROPATH Settings 

 

Figure 4.4: Progress Configurations for Proparse 
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Once the configuration settings files are generated under the Java project source path, 

the settings are loaded by creating an instance of the RefactorSession class as shown 

in Figure 4.5 and then the parser can be called to build the syntax tree as shown in 

Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.5: Load Configuration Settings with Refactor Session 

 

Figure 4.6: Generate Parser Tree for Progress 4GL Code 

4.3. CLIPS Integration & Evaluation 

The core of the proposed research lays in the fact and rule generation in order to 

inference the 4GL code. For the reasons listed in Section 3.4 Tools & Techniques, 

CLIPS was chosen as the tool to create the expert system for 4GL language 

processing. 

To develop a complete expert system, application should container the following 

three components. 

1. Fact list which creates the low level bread crumbs that the system can use to 

develop into high level concepts. 

2. Knowledge base which CLIPS provides with three programming paradigms: 

Rule Based, Object Oriented and Procedural that allows the system to 

construct actions for recognized patterns. 
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3. Inference Engine which is capable of creating and updating the fact list and 

validating the facts against the knowledge base to either create/update more 

facts and rules or perform any specific actions when the rules are matched. 

To create the fact and rules CLIPS defines eight types of primitive data types, non-

printable ASCII characters, symbols and delimiters.  

A fact in CLIPS is capable of saving a chunk of information using its OO concepts. 

CLIPS program has the capability to create definitions of different types of data 

formats that are expected. The deftemplate construct provides this functionality to 

identify the fact class with a name and also provide slots to save different values or 

data each fact can contain as seen in Figure 4.7. 

 

Figure 4.7: CLIPS Constructs. Source [68] 

With the use of this construct, first the fact templates are coded into a CLIPS (.CLP) 

program. For example, the basic variable definition statement of progress 4GL as 

shown in Figure 4.8 can be converted to a deftemplate format as shown in Figure 4.9. 

 

Figure 4.8: Progress 4GL Variable Definition 
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Figure 4.9: CLIPS Template Definition for 4GL Variable Definition 

The entire variable definition statement contains many complex constructs. Progress 

4GL variable definition syntax is shown in Figure 4.10 provides a glimpse into the 

complexity of the language and the implementation of all logic into a template. 

 

Figure 4.10: Progress 4GL Variable Definition Complete Syntax - Source [69] 

Since the initial focus of the research is to develop a mechanism with which the 

proposed results can be achieved, the templates are defined for the following selected 

sample code syntax as shown in Figure 4.8. 
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 Simple Variable Definition 

 Simple Input/Output Parameter Definition 

 Display Statement 

 Simple For loop which access the progress relational database to retrieve 

data. 

 

Figure 4.11: CLIPS Template Definitions 

Once the templates definitions of the facts are completed, the rules to define what 

actions needs to be taken when the facts are discovered needs to be coded. 

It is required to identify programming logic behind each fact created and how it 

should be displayed in the output flow chart. They need to be identified as a either a 

Process (Definition/Data Retrieval) or Conditional Statement or a Display statement 

and if possible the unique values associated with each statement. 

For example of the rule definition, consider the same variable definition statement in 

Figure 4.8. When detected it is required to display flow chart node with a value 

similar to “primitive-type-name variable-name defined” and for logging purposes 
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write to standard output interface the processed rule. Figure 4.11 contains the CLIPS 

logic for this rule definition. 

 

Figure 4.12: CLIPS Rule Definition for Progress 4GL Variable Definition 

The rule states that when DEF-VAR template is found, save the slots type, name and 

other data in variables denoted with the “?” in proceeding the variable name and 

perform the actions stated in the “=> ;THEN” section. 

Any number of commands and statements can be coded in the then section. The 

example in Figure 4.9 prints out message “Primitive-type-name Variable Definition 

with Variable Name” and also asserts a RESULTS fact (defined as a template prior) 

to the CLIPS engine to denote the found record.  

Figure 4.13 contains sample rules created to evaluate the sample template facts 

defined. 

 

Figure 4.13: CLIPS Rule Definitions 
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Figure 4.14: CLIPSJNI Integration 

Once the CLIPS program is completed it is added to the NetBeans project along with 

the CLIPS Java Native Interface library in order to use the environment. The 

CLIPSJNI library is then imported to class where the code is processed. 

On load of the frame create the CLIPS environment and load the template and rule 

definitions from the created .CLP program as shown in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.15: CLIPS Evaluation 

When evaluating the code text, match patterns to insert facts to the CLIPS 

environment. The rules defined will process on the clips.run command and create the 

RESULTS fact for the item. This result is then captured and stored along with the 

code data in the MongoDB. 

When syntax is not matched with the defined template, the program will record the 

status as a Syntax Error. 

This evaluation of the code text can be migrated to ANTLR which will help pass the 

data and identify each keyword/statement. With this integration and further fine 

tuning of the code, machine earning can be integrated to the expert system so that 

more complex data structures and constructs can be passed as processed with speed 

and accuracy. 

4.4. Java-ML Integration & Classification 

Once the progress code is tokenized and analysed the next step is to generate the 

output flow diagram matching the token type of the program logic. In order to aid the 

decision making to identify the shape of the object that the token type logic needs to 

be included in the output diagram supervised classification algorithms in the Java 

Machine Learning Library is used.  
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The training dataset is first generated along with key token types with labels for the 

shape of the graph object it should take defined. The tokenized data from the 

currently running program is then added to the list for the classification algorithm to 

predict the shape. These predicted results are then used to draw up the diagram using 

JGraphX components. 

4.4.1. Dataset Generation 

Once the syntax tree is generated, the information can be constructed in multiple 

ways in order to apply Machine Learning techniques to improve the evaluations as 

well as to provide a more accurate and visually better output. 

One simple experiment to prove the use of Machine Learning for programming 

language processing is to construct a prediction system for the output format for each 

token type of the syntax tree. 4GL language contains large number of key words and 

most have a pattern that when used in combination with other keywords would 

provide a different functionality. For example, the “FOR” keyword when used with 

the keyword “EACH” would indicate a table looping and when used with the 

keyword “FIRST” or “LAST” would indicate a fetch of a single record similar to the 

“FIND” keyword.  

Therefore, in the experiment used for the proof of concept is to use a Supervised 

Learning for classification of the 4GL code syntax token type’s functionality format 

in order to draw the output flow diagram. The training data is created by processing 

the sample code provided in Appendix A. The data file format would contain three 

attributes to begin with. The attributes considered are, the syntax token parent, the 

first child of the parent token node, next child of the parent token node and the class 

label. 

The class labels for the experiment would simply be, default, loop or rhombus to use 

in the insertVertex method of mxGraph when drawing the output to indicate the 

program what functionality a certain keyword should have. 

Once sample training dataset is created (Figure 4.16), this can be used along with the 

Machine Learning algorithms in the Java-ML library to predict the functionality of 

an unknown syntax detected. The experiment conducted is simple and direct and 
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created with the purpose of showing how AI can be used in many of ways to improve 

the concept of the research project. Once proved successful, this can be improved 

and build upon to create more advanced and eventually smarter 4GL Programming 

Language processing system. Further, the concept can be extracted out to be used 

with any programming language once the proper tokenization and training data 

generation is done. 

 

Figure 4.16: Sample Dataset 

Sample tree structure is shown in Figure 4.16.  
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Figure 4.17: Sample Graphical View of Proparse Tree. Source [79] 

4.4.2. Classification with Java-ML 

 

Figure 4.18: Java-ML KNearestNeighbors 

Once training dataset is prepared, using tools in Java-ML allow evaluation of the 

resulting dataset. With the accuracy set to an acceptable value, the predictions can be 

used to label the statements with the specific category. The evaluated 

KNearestNeghbor requires the attributes to be numeric and class label to be nominal. 

Once data is converted the library functions to predict can be used. 

The results from the prediction is added to the respective document record in the 

MongoDB so that when the data is processed to generate the output flow diagram the 

value in the category column can be used to set the shape of the vertex. 

The classification can be further extended to Cross Validate to evaluate how the 

statistical analysis of the dataset is generated. 
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4.4.3. Evaluation of the Classification for Label Prediction 

In order to evaluate the classification and the prediction of label to interpret the 

output diagram shape by the library, WEKA 3.7 (Weikato Environment for 

Knowledge Analysis) is used. The evaluation techniques and results are shown in 

Table 4.2 with classification techniques available in WEKA against the 

KNearestNeighbour algorithm in the Java-ML library. The results obtained show 

high precision than recall and when trying to interpret the logic of the program 

higher precision is more important since it shows that the system gives the more 

relevant records precedence against the incorrect predictions. The validation is done 

using a test data set by altering the sample dataset in Figure 4.16 to remove few 

labels in as shown in Figure 4.20. 

Table 4.1: Sample Dataset Attributes 

Attribute Type Description 

token_type_parent Nominal Beginning syntax token of progress 4GL 

code statement 

token_type_child1 Nominal Immediate next syntax token of the parent 

token of progress 4GL code statement 

token_type_child2 Nominal Immediate second syntax token of the parent 

token of progress 4GL code statement 

Mxgraph_vertex_shape Nominal Class Label 

 

Figure 4.19: Class  Labels in Training Dataset 
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Table 4.2: Classification Prediction Evaluation Results 

                       Results 

Classifier Rule 

Correctly 

Classified 

Instances 

Incorrectly 

Classified 

Instances 

Precision Recall 

NNge 76.4706% 23.5294% 0.837 0.727 

Naïve Bayes Simple 73.5294% 26.4706% 0.839 0.735 

J48 70.5882% 29.4118% 0.717 0.706 

KNearestNeighbour 84.3137% 15.6863% 0.848 0.680 

 

 

Figure 4.20: Test dataset 
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4.4.4. Other tools for Classification 

WEKA and Rapid Minor are two popular tools for Machine Learning and both 

provide java libraries that can be used in programs to not only for classification but 

other machine learning algorithms as well [80, 81]. 

 

Figure 4.21: RapidMiner - Java ML Classification. Source [82] 
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Figure 4.22: Weka - Java ML Example Source [83] 
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4.5. Interface 

The interface developed is a simple Graphical User Interface using Java JFrame 

class. The purpose of the research is to analyse and ensure that the proposed research 

is possible. Therefore focus on the interface is merely to get the user input and 

provide the means to notify the user of any errors/notifications regarding the file 

being processed. 

Two versions of the interfaces are created one to type in code statements (Figure 

4.23) and the other to provide a file chooser option for the program to read the code 

from the program file itself (Figure 4.24). These interfaces can of course be 

improved and enhanced with more user friendly components as future work for 

commercial use. 

 

Figure 4.23: UI Interface 1  
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Figure 4.24: UI Interface 2 - Input File 

4.6. Output Display 

The proposed system is to evaluate the progress code and extract the logic to display 

the program workflow as flow chart visualization. For the reasons described in 

Section 3.4 Tools & Techniques, mxGraphs library which uses swing JGraph 

components is used. 

 

Figure 4.25: mxGraph Integration 

Instance of the mxGraph is created and initiated with the default root/parent node and 

the begin update method is called to start the graphic generation. Since the data for 

the output is store with the program code in the MongoDB collection, the DB 

instance is created and accessed to loop through to create the flow chart nodes. 
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Figure 4.26: mxGraph Generation Workflow 

Since there can be blank lines and invalid data, the only the valid node objects are 

first created using a dynamic ArrayList for mxGraph Object instances as shown in 

Figure 4.27.  

 

Figure 4.27: mxGraph Create Vertex 

Once all nodes are created, the Array List of objects created is looped to insert the 

edge between nodes as shown in Figure 4.28. 

 

Figure 4.28: mxGraph Insert Edges 
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Sample output for the code provided in Figure 4.24 are shown in Figure 4.29. 

 

Figure 4.29: Sample Output (1) 

When drawing the output using mxgraph, the shape to draw is decided by the 

prediction and training set results. For example, Variable Definition and Table loop 

are displayed in the default rectangular shape and for conditional syntax the rhombus 

shape is used. The below Figure 4.30 displays a sample generated for such program 

with IF conditional statements. More of the generated programs are included in the 

Appendix A section. 

 

Figure 4.30: Sample Output (2) 
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4.7. Limitations of the Current System & Future Work 

This thesis depicts the details of the research on applying Machine Learning for 

processing a legacy 4GL programming language to extract it code constructs and the 

implementation details of the prototype system to envision the idea enclosed in 

achieving the goal of the research. Therefore, although the methodology is in 

alignment with achieving the goals there are limitations to address and overcome to 

enhance the research area. 

One such limitation is that output flow chart display window length has a limitation 

and larger programs are not entirely displayed. This however is a limitation of the 

GUI which can be overcome by breaking up the output into multiple windows and 

use connectors to link the program flow.  

Another limitation is that the logic programming section together with the machine 

learning predictor is currently only depicts a sequential workflow. The programming 

to identify code blocks and loops are not considered and only the main sequential 

program logic is displayed. This section would require more of CLIPS programming 

as well as more of machine learning techniques can be used to expand the system to 

be smarter in order to display outputs for more complex programs in detail. 

Furthermore, it would be useful to users if the program has an option to save the 

output flow as an image. These options can be integrated to the system to enhance 

and provide a better and more user friendly version of the application. 
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5. CONCLUSION  

There are many expert systems today providing functionalities to complete daily 

business process with less cost and effort. Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

systems are more commonly known and vastly researched area into creating 

machines/systems that can not only translate between languages but also attempt to 

understand dialect and provide a response to match just as humans. In other words, 

research into creating smart systems is evolving with use of much technological 

advancement. Deep Learning concept is one popular area where computer scientists 

are attempting to create a smart system that mirrors the way a child would learn word 

by word and gradually learn to make sentences and understand. However, these 

processes require much processing power when training neural networks. High Level 

Programming Languages such as Fourth Generation Languages (4GL) or Artificial 

Languages can be viewed as a subset of Natural Languages since they are more close 

to the English Language. Both languages are means of communication that has its 

own syntax and semantics to define them individually. When these possibilities are 

eminent, application of same or similar tactics of Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) to interpret 4GL code could aid in many Programming language processing 

needs in the business community. 

5.1. Problem with legacy systems and migration 

There are many multimillion dollar organizations that make use of Fourth Generation 

Languages (4GL) to build their personalized business architecture and as time passes 

and more and more cheap technologies come into the market, migration becomes 

more commendable than the cost of upgrading and maintaining their current 

proprietary environments. However, there is a certain risk in migrating to a new 

environment due to the organization’s massive domain knowledge which is captured 

in the billions of lines of code in the program files written in 4GL as well as the lack 

of 4GL programming knowledge experts which makes the task impractical.  

There are many number of proprietary software available to translate 4GL code to 

other open source languages such as JAVA but using such software puts the 
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organization at the risk of sharing sensitive business information to a third party 

source. This particular problem has been addressed by many researches giving 

solutions from reverse engineer 4GL systems to methodical step by step translation 

of legacy systems. However, none provide a common solution that can be applied to 

any 4GL language legacy systems and to be used without fearing any sensitive data 

leaks.  

Therefore, as described in previous chapters, the proposed research is to provide a 

Proof of Concept of a methodology that can be helpful for organizations looking for 

systems migration without having to use any additional expertise and resources while 

protecting the organizational data and finances. In the technological work where 

research concerning modelling human thinking into machines are popular, a system 

that is capable of learning a programming language to describe the workflow or even 

to translate the code would be ideal to solve the problem at hand. Therefore, the 

research is a proof of concept of the Programming Language Processing approach 

with use of Artificial Intelligent (AI) machine learning technology to support 

organizations to shift platforms.  

5.2. Application of Machine Learning for Extracting Programming Language 

Constructs from 4GL Legacy Code 

In order to achieve the aforementioned objectives, the proposed application is 

developed with the capability of reading 4GL code, separating the logic from the 

code statements and providing the results in a visualization of a Flow Chart. 

The proposed expert system is to model a system that can model a particular 

workflow. The three key areas to any expert system are: 

1. Fact List 

2. Knowledge Base and 

3. Inference Engine. 

In order to provide a Graphical User Interface to gather the user input and create the 

necessary logic programming as well as to display the interpreted results back to the 

user, the application is developed in JAVA where different technologies providing 

different functionalities can be integrated to complete the entire system. 
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The logic programming tool CLIPS is the core of the developed application where 

the facts formats and the rules are defined. The CLIPSJNI allows the inference to be 

done within the project run time. In order to store the results and access the data after 

processing is completed, a NoSQL database MongoDB is chosen. This allows the 

system to freely tokenize and manipulate the data to provide results with less time 

and effort. 

While the initial methodology for the system is proved possible and successful, the 

4GL language syntax and construct complexity makes the system much more 

difficult to code in every line. Therefore, the proposal is to use a lexical parser that 

can contain the code matching logic. There are several applications that can be 

integrated into a Java project such as ANTLR (Another Tool for Language 

Recognition). For the research area in discussion the open source java library, 

Proparse specific for parsing Progress 4GL code is used. 

With the program code is tokenized, machine learning techniques and knowledge 

discovery techniques can be integrated and applied to the expert system for better 

processing of 4GL programming language to enhance the interpretation and display 

of output of its core logic will be possible. 

Figure 5.1 shows the well-known overview of the Knowledge Discovery Process in 

Databases. The research under discussion, to apply Artificial Intelligent techniques to 

process programming language logic, mirrors the similar steps making it possible to 

expand the research into achieving much more in either to infer or to extract and 

output essence of the program or even to translate between languages. 

The Data in Figure 5.1 maps to the program code input to the proposed system. Then 

the next step of Pre-processing is the tokenization of the program using the Progress 

4GL parser to prepare the code to be evaluated. Transformation of the data maps to 

the creation of the test data file which is used for to discover patterns to achieve a 

specific output. The results are then interpreted and evaluated and based on the 

success rate used to derive the final output.  
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Figure 5.1: Knowledge Discovery Process Overview. Source [84] 

5.3. Summary 

In summary, the research puts together different technologies to work in one program 

in order to interpret a 4GL code and infer the response using the CLIPS logic 

programming tool and output the results in a graphical representation using 

mxGraphs. The essence of Artificial Intelligence to support the research objectives is 

gained by Java-ML Machine Learning library. This project merely opens a door to an 

area of research where Machine Learning can be used for various interpretations of 

the processing programming languages.  

In theory, similar to Natural Language Processing, Machine Learning through 

Decision Tree analysis and building Expert Systems using AI concepts can be 

applied to process rules and relationships of Programming Languages. However, 

Programming Languages contains complex logic that put together key words to form 

special instructions and two languages are not similar and even with rules are 

extracted from the languages mapping the two to convert one to another would 

therefore be a complex task.  

As future work for the 4GL Interpreter, the interpreted logic can be mapped to a 

different programming language such as JAVA and allow translation from Progress 

4GL to Java. However, in order to provide full translation of the program, the 
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transformation program needs to have equal or more capabilities than Progress® 

4GL if not some functionalities may be left incomplete. The idea is that, most 

programs in Progress® are sequential, and therefore an Object Oriented language 

such as Java could cover most of the language constructs and to cover the database 

interactions, Java with Hibernate can be used. 
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APPENDIX A: 4GL PROGRAM CODE & OUTPUT 

 Sample Program 1 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

    File        : test_2b.p 
    Description : Write a call to an internal procedure to calculate the number of orders the customer 

placed during this year, and their total value. Display these values as part of (a) above 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 

    Created     : Wed Mar 17 08:40:44 IST 2010 

    Notes       : 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

/* ***************************  Definitions  ************************** */ 

DEFINE VARIABLE oCount AS INTEGER LABEL "No of Orders". 

DEFINE VARIABLE oTotal AS INTEGER LABEL "Total". 

 

/* ***************************  Main Block  *************************** */ 
FOR EACH Customer BREAK BY Customer.CustNum: 

   RUN NoOfCustOrders(INPUT customer.CustNum, OUTPUT oCount, OUTPUT oTotal). 

   DISPLAY Customer.CustNum  

           Customer.Name  

           Customer.CreditLimit  

           oCount  

           oTotal  

                WITH SIZE 100 BY 100 . 

    

END. 

                               
 

PROCEDURE NoOfCustOrders: 

    DEFINE INPUT  PARAMETER ipCustNum LIKE customer.CustNum NO-UNDO. 

    DEFINE OUTPUT PARAMETER oCount AS INTEGER. 

    DEFIN  OUTPUT PARAMETER oTotal AS INTEGER. 

    

    FOR EACH ORDER   

        WHERE ORDER.CustNum         = ipCustNum 

          AND YEAR(Order.OrderDate) = 1997: 

    

      FOR EACH ORDERLINE OF ORDER:   

        oCount = oCount + 1. 
        oTotal = oTotal + (OrderLine.Qty * OrderLine.Price). 

        /*ACCUMULATE OrderLine.Qty * OrderLine.Price (TOTAL). 

        DISPLAY (ACCUM TOTAL OrderLine.Qty * OrderLine.Price) LABEL "Total".*/ 

      END. 

    END. 

END. 
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 Sample Program 2 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    File        : test_1b.p 

    Description : Modify the above code to delete all records where the credit limit is less than 100 and 

there are no orders placed. Both tasks should be performed within the same loop. 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 

    Created     : Tue Mar 16 18:23:23 IST 2010 

    Notes       : 
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

/* ***************************  Definitions  ************************** */ 

DEFINE VARIABLE cNum   LIKE Customer.CustNum NO-UNDO. 

DEFINE VARIABLE cState LIKE Customer.State    NO-UNDO. 

 

DEFINE FRAME frmHead 
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    HEADER 
     "Customers in " cState 

     WITH NO-LABEL. 

 

 

/* ***************************  Main Block  *************************** */ 

 

FOR EACH Customer BREAK BY Customer.State: 

    IF FIRST-OF(Customer.State) THEN 
            DISPLAY Customer.State WITH FRAME frmHead NO-LABEL. 

    DISPLAY Customer.CustNum  

            Customer.Name  

            Customer.CreditLimit.  

     

    FIND FIRST Order OF CUSTOMER NO-LOCK NO-ERROR.  

    IF AVAILABLE(Order) AND Customer.CreditLimit < 20000 THEN         

    DO: 

        ASSIGN cNum = Customer.CustNum. 

        DELETE Customer.  

        MESSAGE "CUSTOMER " cNum " DELETED". 
         

    END. 

END. 

 

 Sample Program 3 
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/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    File        : test_2a.p 

    Description : Write a procedure which goes through the customer table and displays customer code, 

name and credit limit. 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 

    Created     : Wed Mar 17 08:18:32 IST 2010 

    Notes       : 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 
/* ***************************  Main Block  *************************** */ 

FOR EACH Customer: 

    DISPLAY Customer.CustNum  

            Customer.Name 

            Customer.CreditLimit. 

END. 

 

 

 Sample Program 5 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    File        : test_3a 

    Description : Use a query to display the customer code, customer name, and the number of 

customer results at each line. 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 

    Created     : Wed Mar 17 10:36:19 IST 2010 

    Notes       : 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
 

/* ***************************  Definitions  ************************** */ 

DEFINE QUERY    q1  FOR Customer SCROLLING. 

DEFINE VARIABLE cnt AS INT. 

 

/* ***************************  Main Block  *************************** */ 
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OPEN QUERY q1 FOR EACH Customer. 

 

GET FIRST q1 NO-LOCK. 

 

cnt = NUM-RESULTS ("q1").  

 

DO WHILE NOT QUERY-OFF-END ("q1")WITH FRAME DEFAULT-FRAME: 

         
    DISPLAY Customer.CustNum  

            Customer.Name 

            cnt LABEL "No Of Results". 

    GET NEXT q1 NO-LOCK. 

    cnt = NUM-RESULTS ("q1"). 

END. 

CLOSE QUERY q1. 
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 Sample Program 6 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    File        : test_3b.p 

    Description : b. Define and open a query that will preselect all customers, and all the orders for each 

customer, if available. 

                  c. Display the customer code and name, the number of orders available per customer, and 

the value of these orders. 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 
    Created     : Wed Mar 17 11:45:08 IST 2010 

    Notes       : 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

/* ***************************  Definitions  ************************** */ 

DEFINE QUERY q1 FOR Customer, Order SCROLLING. 

 

DEFINE VARIABLE cNum   LIKE Customer.CustNum. 

DEFINE VARIABLE oCount AS   INT. 

 

/* ***************************  Main Block  *************************** */ 
OPEN QUERY q1  

     PRESELECT EACH Customer, EACH Order OF Customer. 

 

DISPLAY NUM-RESULTS ("q1") LABEL "No Of Results" WITH FRAME frmHdr. 

 

GET FIRST q1 NO-LOCK. 

 

DO WHILE NOT QUERY-OFF-END ("q1") WITH FRAME DEFAULT-FRAME: 

     

  ASSIGN cNum = Customer.CustNum. 

  MESSAGE cNum VIEW-AS ALERT-BOX. 

    DO WHILE Customer.CustNum = cNum WITH FRAME DEFAULT-FRAME: 
        oCount = oCount + 1. 

        GET NEXT q1.      

    END. 

     

    GET PREV q1. 

    DISPLAY Customer.CustNum  

            Customer.Name 

            oCount LABEL "No Of Orders". 

    oCount = 0. 

    GET NEXT q1 NO-LOCK. 

 
END. 

 

CLOSE QUERY q1. 
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 Sample Program 7 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    File        : test_4b 

    Description : Write a procedure which displays the code and name of all customers who have 

invalid orders, along with the order code and error status id 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 

    Created     : Wed Mar 17 14:42:48 IST 2010 

    Notes       : 
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

/* ***************************  Definitions  ************************** */ 

DEFINE VARIABLE oState     AS CHARACTER. 

DEFINE VARIABLE oShipCount AS INT. 

DEFINE VARIABLE oOrdCount  AS INT. 

DEFINE VARIABLE oBOCount   AS INT. 

DEFINE VARIABLE oPSCount   AS INT. 

DEFINE VARIABLE oINVCount  AS INT. 

 

/* ***************************  Main Block  *************************** */ 
FOR EACH Customer, EACH Order OF Customer: 

        CASE Order.OrderStatus:  

            WHEN "Shipped"           THEN oShipCount = oShipCount + 1. 

            WHEN "Ordered"           THEN oOrdCount  = oOrdCount  + 1. 

            WHEN "Back Ordered"      THEN oBOCount   = oBOCount   + 1. 

            WHEN "Partially Shipped" THEN oPSCount   = oPSCount   + 1.  

            OTHERWISE   DO: 

                            oINVCount = oINVCount + 1. 

                            DISPLAY Customer.CustNum SKIP  

                                    Customer.Name    SKIP 

                                    Order.Ordernum   SKIP 

                                    Order.OrderStatus. 
                        END.   

        END CASE. 

END. 

 

IF oINVCount = 0 THEN 

    MESSAGE "No Invalid Orders!" VIEW-AS ALERT-BOX. 
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 Sample Program 8 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    File        : test_4c.p 

    Description : Write a trigger to execute when an order is created, which sets the orderDate to the 

current date and the deliveryDate to two weeks from the current date 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 

    Created     : Wed Mar 17 15:16:35 IST 2010 

    Notes       : 
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

/* ***************************  Main Block  *************************** */ 

CREATE Order. 

UPDATE Order.CustNum. 

ASSIGN Order.CustNum. 

DISPLAY Order.CustNum  

        Order.Ordernum 

        Order.OrderDate 

        Order.PromiseDate. 
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 Sample Program 9 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    File        : test_6.p 

    Description :   a. Create temp-tables for the customer, order and orderline tables. 

                    b. Write code to accept user input for the customer code, and populate the temp-tables 

with related records 

                    c. Write the save procedure for the customer temp-table, where the new values are written 

back to the  
                       database only when the record in the database remains unchanged. 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 

    Created     : Wed Mar 17 16:55:07 IST 2010 

    Notes       : 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

/* ***************************  Definitions  ************************** */ 

DEFINE TEMP-TABLE ttCustomer  LIKE Customer. 

DEFINE TEMP-TABLE ttOrder     LIKE Order. 

DEFINE TEMP-TABLE ttOrderLine LIKE OrderLine. 

 
DEFINE VARIABLE cCustNum LIKE Customer.CustNum VIEW-AS FILL-IN. 

 

/* ***************************  Main Block  *************************** */ 

CURRENT-WINDOW:WIDTH-CHARS = 110. 

UPDATE cCustNum LABEL "Customer Number". 

 

FIND FIRST Customer WHERE Customer.CustNum = cCustNum NO-ERROR. 

 

IF AVAILABLE(Customer) THEN 

DO: 

    CREATE ttCustomer. 

    BUFFER-COPY Customer TO ttCustomer. 
     

    FOR EACH Order OF Customer WHERE Order.CustNum = cCustNum NO-LOCK: 

        CREATE ttOrder. 

        BUFFER-COPY Order TO ttOrder. 

         

        FOR EACH OrderLine OF Order NO-LOCK: 

            CREATE ttOrderLine. 

            BUFFER-COPY OrderLine TO ttOrderLine. 

             

        END. 

    END. 
    DISPLAY ttCustomer.CustNum ttOrder.Ordernum.  

END. 

ELSE 

DO: 

    CREATE ttCustomer. 

    UPDATE ttCustomer.Name   

           ttCustomer.CreditLimit 

           ttCustomer.Country. 

    ASSIGN ttCustomer.CustNum = NEXT-VALUE(NextCustNum) 

           ttCustomer.Name 

           ttCustomer.CreditLimit 
           ttCustomer.Country. 

END. 
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FOR EACH ttCustomer NO-LOCK: 

    DISPLAY TTcustomer WITH FRAME f1 WIDTH 100. 

END. 

RUN saveTtCustomer. 

 

 

PROCEDURE saveTtCustomer: 

     
    FOR EACH ttCustomer: 

        FIND Customer WHERE Customer.CustNum = ttCustomer.CustNum EXCLUSIVE-LOCK NO-

ERROR. 

            IF CAN-FIND (Customer) THEN 

             

                IF CURRENT-CHANGED (Customer) THEN 

                    MESSAGE "Customer record has been changed! Cannot Continue to copy." 

                             VIEW-AS ALERT-BOX ERROR. 

           ELSE  

              CREATE Customer. 

               
          BUFFER-COPY ttCustomer TO Customer. 

          MESSAGE "Customer " cCustNum " saved!" VIEW-AS ALERT-BOX BUTTON OK. 

             

    END. 

END. 
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 Sample Program 10 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    File        : test_7a.p 

    Description : Write the code for a procedure which calls a persistent procedure, which in turn calls 

an internal procedure in the parent to display an error message which is sent in by the persistent 

procedure. 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 

    Created     : Wed Mar 17 18:11:29 IST 2010 
    Notes       : 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

DEFINE VARIABLE hParent AS HANDLE. 

 

/* ***************************  Main Block  *************************** */ 

RUN test_7persistent.p PERSISTENT (INPUT THIS-PROCEDURE).  

 

 

PROCEDURE displayError: 

    DEFINE INPUT PARAMETER msg AS CHARACTER. 
     

    MESSAGE msg VIEW-AS ALERT-BOX ERROR. 

END. 
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 Sample Program 11 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
    File        : test_7persistent.p 

    Author(s)   : ISubasinghe 

    Created     : Wed Mar 17 18:22:17 IST 2010 

    Notes       : 

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 
/* ***************************  Definitions  ************************** */ 

DEFINE VARIABLE errMsg AS CHARACTER INITIAL "My Message from test_7persitent.p!". 

DEFINE INPUT PARAMETER hParent AS HANDLE.  

 

RUN displayError IN hParent (INPUT errMsg).                   
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 Sample Program 12 

/* -------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
/* Program name : ReverseHash.p                                         */ 

/* Description  : Decrypt hash to return word generated through hash () */ 

/*                where base value is 7 and multiplier wis 47.          */ 

/* Syntax       : RUN ReverseHasp.p(INPUT int64HashNum).                */ 

/* Author       : Ilakshini Subasinghe                                  */ 

/* Date created : 06-MAR-2015                                           */  
/* -------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

 

/* ************** I/O Param ************** */ 

DEFINE INPUT  PARAMETER ipi64HashValue  AS INT64 NO-UNDO. 

 

/* ************** Forward Declarations ************** */ 

FUNCTION fnGetChar RETURNS CHAR (INPUT-OUTPUT iReverseHash AS INT64) 

FORWARD. 

 

/* ************** Internal Variables ************** */ 

DEFINE VARIABLE  i              AS INTEGER                      NO-UNDO. 
DEFINE VARIABLE  iReverseHash AS INT64 INITIAL 371580748701652777 NO-UNDO. 

DEFINE VARIABLE  word            AS CHARACTER                  NO-UNDO. 

DEFINE VARIABLE  iBase           AS INTEGER   INITIAL "7"      NO-UNDO. 

 

/* ************** MAIN ************** */ 

 

ASSIGN iReverseHash = ipi64HashValue. /* Backup Value */ 

 

/* Get each letter from hash (Returns last letter first) */ 

DO WHILE (iReverseHash > iBase): 

    ASSIGN word = fnGetChar(INPUT-OUTPUT iReverseHash) + word. 

END. 
 

/* Display Result */ 

MESSAGE "Your Word Embedded in" ipi64HashValue "is:" SKIP word  

    VIEW-AS ALERT-BOX. 

 

/* ************** END MAIN ************** */ 

 

 

/* ************** Function Declarations ************** */ 

FUNCTION fnGetChar RETURNS CHARACTER (INPUT-OUTPUT iReverseHash AS INT64): 

/* -------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
/* Function  : fnGetChar                                                */ 

/* Purpose   : Returns Character Hidden in Hash Number.                 */ 

/* Parameters: i/p: Hash Number                                         */ 

/* -------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

    DEFINE VARIABLE i                AS INTEGER                 NO-UNDO. 

    DEFINE VARIABLE i64Remainder     AS INT64                   NO-UNDO. 

    DEFINE VARIABLE cLetters         AS CHARACTER               NO-UNDO. 

    DEFINE VARIABLE iBase            AS INTEGER   INITIAL "7"   NO-UNDO. 

    DEFINE VARIABLE iMultiplier      AS INTEGER   INITIAL "47"  NO-UNDO. 

    

    ASSIGN  
        cLetters = "abcdeghilmnoprstuwy". 
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    IF iReverseHash = iBase THEN  
        RETURN "". 

     

    DO  i = 1 TO LENGTH(cLetters): 

        i64Remainder = iReverseHash - i. 

        IF i64Remainder MODULO iMultiplier   = 0 THEN  

        DO: 

            ASSIGN  

                iReverseHash = i64Remainder / iMultiplier. 
            RETURN SUBSTRING(cLetters,i,1).  

        END. 

    END. 

END. 
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APPENDIX B: CLASSIFICATION OUTPUT 

Rules.NNge (WEKA) 

=== Run information === 

 

Scheme:weka.classifiers.rules.NNge -G 5 -I 5 
Relation:     4GLkeywords 

Instances:    34 

Attributes:   4 

              token_type_parent 

              token_type_child1 

              token_type_child2 

              mxgraph_vertex_shape 

Test mode:evaluate on training data 

 

=== Classifier model (full training set) === 

 

NNGE classifier 
 

Rules generated : 

 class loop IF : token_type_parent in {DO,FOR,PRESELECT,PROMPT-FOR,UPDATE} ^ 

token_type_child1 in {PRESELECT,TO,EACH,EDITING} ^ token_type_child2 in {FIRST,?}  (6) 

 class loop IF : token_type_parent in {DO,FOR,PRESELECT} ^ token_type_child1 in 

{FOR,FIRST,LAST,PRESELECT} ^ token_type_child2 in {EACH,LAST}  (8) 

 class rhombus IF : token_type_parent in {DISPLAY,DO,PROMPT-FOR,UPDATE,IF} ^ 

token_type_child1 in {WHEN,QUERY-TUNING,WHILE,CAN-DO} ^ token_type_child2 in {?}  (6) 

 class rhombus IF : token_type_parent in {ASSIGN,CASE} ^ token_type_child1 in {WHEN,?} 

^ token_type_child2 in {?}  (2) 

 class default IF : token_type_parent in 
{DISPLAY,DEFINE,DO,FOR,PRESELECT,PROMPT-FOR,UPDATE} ^ token_type_child1 in 

{VARIABLE,TEMP-TABLE,BUFFER,FOR,FIRST,LAST,?} ^ token_type_child2 in {FIRST,?}  

(12) 

 

Stat : 

 class default : 1 exemplar(s) including 1 Hyperrectangle(s) and 0 Single(s). 

 class rhombus : 2 exemplar(s) including 2 Hyperrectangle(s) and 0 Single(s). 

 class loop : 2 exemplar(s) including 2 Hyperrectangle(s) and 0 Single(s). 

 

 Total : 5 exemplars(s) including 5 Hyperrectangle(s) and 0 Single(s). 

 

 Feature weights : [0.5212479644597324 1.1260791090720865 0.41986782197619227] 
 

 

 

Time taken to build model: 0 seconds 

 

=== Predictions on training set === 

 

inst#,    actual, predicted, error, probability distribution 

     1  1:default  2:rhombus      +   0     *1      0     

     2  1:default  1:default         *1      0      0     

     3  1:default  1:default         *1      0      0     
     4  1:default  1:default         *1      0      0     

     5  1:default     3:loop      +   0      0     *1     
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     6  1:default  1:default         *1      0      0     
     7  1:default     3:loop      +   0      0     *1     

     8  1:default     3:loop      +   0      0     *1     

     9  1:default     3:loop      +   0      0     *1     

    10  1:default     3:loop      +   0      0     *1     

    11  1:default     3:loop      +   0      0     *1     

    12  1:default     3:loop      +   0      0     *1     

    13  2:rhombus  2:rhombus          0     *1      0     

    14  2:rhombus  2:rhombus          0     *1      0     
    15  2:rhombus  2:rhombus          0     *1      0     

    16  2:rhombus  2:rhombus          0     *1      0     

    17  2:rhombus  2:rhombus          0     *1      0     

    18  2:rhombus  2:rhombus          0     *1      0     

    19  2:rhombus  2:rhombus          0     *1      0     

    20  2:rhombus  2:rhombus          0     *1      0     

    21     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    22     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    23     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    24     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    25     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     
    26     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    27     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    28     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    29     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    30     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    31     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    32     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    33     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

    34     3:loop     3:loop          0      0     *1     

 

=== Evaluation on training set === 
=== Summary === 

 

Correctly Classified Instances          26               76.4706 % 

Incorrectly Classified Instances         8               23.5294 % 

Kappa statistic                          0.6334 

Mean absolute error                      0.1569 

Root mean squared error                  0.3961 

Relative absolute error                 36.0976 % 

Root relative squared error             85.0462 % 

Total Number of Instances               34      

 

=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
 

               TP Rate   FP Rate   Precision   Recall  F-Measure   ROC Area  Class 

                 0.333     0          1         0.333     0.5        0.667    default 

                 1         0.038      0.889     1         0.941      0.981    rhombus 

                 1         0.35       0.667     1         0.8        0.825    loop 

Weighted Avg.    0.765     0.153      0.837     0.765     0.727      0.806 

 

=== Confusion Matrix === 

 

  a  b  c   <-- classified as 

  4  1  7 |  a = default 
  0  8  0 |  b = rhombus 

  0  0 14 |  c = loop 
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Bayes.NaiveBayes (WEKA) 

=== Run information === 
 

Scheme:       weka.classifiers.bayes.NaiveBayes  
Relation:     4GLkeywords 
Instances:    34 
Attributes:   4 
              token_type_parent 
              token_type_child1 
              token_type_child2 
              mxgraph_vertex_shape 

Test mode:    evaluate on training data 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 
 
Naive Bayes Classifier 
 
                      Class 
Attribute           default rhombus    loop 

                     (0.35)  (0.24)  (0.41) 
============================================ 
token_type_parent 
  DISPLAY                2.0     2.0     1.0 
  DEFINE                 4.0     1.0     1.0 
  DO                     3.0     3.0     7.0 
  FOR                    3.0     1.0     4.0 
  PRESELECT              3.0     1.0     4.0 

  PROMPT-FOR             2.0     2.0     2.0 
  UPDATE                 2.0     2.0     2.0 
  ASSIGN                 1.0     2.0     1.0 
  CASE                   1.0     2.0     1.0 
  IF                     1.0     2.0     1.0 
  [total]               22.0    18.0    24.0 
 
token_type_child1 
  VARIABLE               2.0     1.0     1.0 

  TEMP-TABLE             2.0     1.0     1.0 
  BUFFER                 2.0     1.0     1.0 
  FOR                    2.0     1.0     3.0 
  FIRST                  3.0     1.0     3.0 
  LAST                   3.0     1.0     3.0 
  WHEN                   1.0     5.0     1.0 
  QUERY-TUNING           1.0     2.0     1.0 
  WHILE                  1.0     2.0     1.0 

  CAN-DO                 1.0     2.0     1.0 
  PRESELECT              1.0     1.0     4.0 
  TO                     1.0     1.0     2.0 
  EACH                   1.0     1.0     3.0 
  EDITING                1.0     1.0     3.0 
  [total]               22.0    21.0    28.0 
 
token_type_child2 

  FIRST                  2.0     1.0     2.0 
  EACH                   1.0     1.0     7.0 
  LAST                   1.0     1.0     3.0 
  [total]                4.0     3.0    12.0 
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Time taken to build model: 0 seconds 
 

=== Predictions on training set === 
 
 inst#     actual  predicted error prediction 
     1  1:default  1:default       0.421  
     2  1:default  1:default       0.823  
     3  1:default  1:default       0.823  
     4  1:default  1:default       0.823  
     5  1:default     3:loop   +   0.572  

     6  1:default  1:default       0.441  
     7  1:default     3:loop   +   0.502  
     8  1:default     3:loop   +   0.502  
     9  1:default     3:loop   +   0.502  
    10  1:default     3:loop   +   0.502  
    11  1:default     3:loop   +   0.364  
    12  1:default     3:loop   +   0.364  
    13  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.829  

    14  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.451  
    15  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.758  
    16  2:rhombus     3:loop   +   0.412  
    17  2:rhombus     3:loop   +   0.412  
    18  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.659  
    19  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.708  
    20  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.708  
    21     3:loop     3:loop       0.81  
    22     3:loop     3:loop       0.892  

    23     3:loop     3:loop       0.619  
    24     3:loop     3:loop       0.646  
    25     3:loop     3:loop       0.78  
    26     3:loop     3:loop       0.673  
    27     3:loop     3:loop       0.72  
    28     3:loop     3:loop       0.696  
    29     3:loop     3:loop       0.696  
    30     3:loop     3:loop       0.72  

    31     3:loop     3:loop       0.696  
    32     3:loop     3:loop       0.696  
    33     3:loop     3:loop       0.569  
    34     3:loop     3:loop       0.569  
 
=== Evaluation on training set === 
 
Time taken to test model on training data: 0.08 seconds 

 
=== Summary === 
 
Correctly Classified Instances          25               73.5294 % 
Incorrectly Classified Instances         9               26.4706 % 
Kappa statistic                          0.5785 
Mean absolute error                      0.2605 
Root mean squared error                  0.314  

Relative absolute error                 59.9568 % 
Root relative squared error             67.4255 % 
Coverage of cases (0.95 level)         100      % 
Mean rel. region size (0.95 level)      91.1765 % 
Total Number of Instances               34      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
 
                 TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall   F-Measure  MCC      ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 

                 0.417    0.000    1.000      0.417    0.588      0.562    0.977     0.972     default 
                 0.750    0.000    1.000      0.750    0.857      0.835    1.000     1.000     rhombus 
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                 1.000    0.450    0.609      1.000    0.757      0.579    0.993     0.990     loop 
Weighted Avg.    0.735    0.185    0.839      0.735    0.721      0.633    0.989     0.986      
 

=== Confusion Matrix === 
 
  a  b  c   <-- classified as 
  5  0  7 |  a = default 
  0  6  2 |  b = rhombus 
  0  0 14 |  c = loop 

 

Trees.J48 (WEKA) 

=== Run information === 
 
Scheme:       weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 2 
Relation:     4GLkeywords 
Instances:    34 

Attributes:   4 
              token_type_parent 
              token_type_child1 
              token_type_child2 
              mxgraph_vertex_shape 
Test mode:    evaluate on training data 
 
=== Classifier model (full training set) === 

 
J48 pruned tree 
------------------ 
 
token_type_child1 = VARIABLE: default (1.17/0.03) 
token_type_child1 = TEMP-TABLE: default (1.17/0.03) 
token_type_child1 = BUFFER: default (1.17/0.03) 
token_type_child1 = FOR: loop (3.52/1.52) 

token_type_child1 = FIRST: default (4.69/2.14) 
token_type_child1 = LAST: default (4.69/2.14) 
token_type_child1 = WHEN: rhombus (4.69/0.55) 
token_type_child1 = QUERY-TUNING: rhombus (1.17/0.14) 
token_type_child1 = WHILE: rhombus (1.17/0.14) 
token_type_child1 = CAN-DO: rhombus (1.17/0.14) 
token_type_child1 = PRESELECT: loop (3.52/0.52) 
token_type_child1 = TO: loop (1.17/0.17) 
token_type_child1 = EACH: loop (2.34/0.34) 

token_type_child1 = EDITING: loop (2.34/0.34) 
 
Number of Leaves  :  14 
 
Size of the tree :  15 
 
 
Time taken to build model: 0.01 seconds 

 
=== Predictions on training set === 
 
 inst#     actual  predicted error prediction 
     1  1:default     3:loop   +   0.412  
     2  1:default  1:default       0.971  
     3  1:default  1:default       0.971  
     4  1:default  1:default       0.971  

     5  1:default     3:loop   +   0.412  
     6  1:default     3:loop   +   0.569  
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     7  1:default  1:default       0.544  
     8  1:default  1:default       0.544  
     9  1:default  1:default       0.544  

    10  1:default  1:default       0.544  
    11  1:default     3:loop   +   0.412  
    12  1:default     3:loop   +   0.412  
    13  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.882  
    14  2:rhombus     3:loop   +   0.412  
    15  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.882  
    16  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.882  
    17  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.882  

    18  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.882  
    19  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.882  
    20  2:rhombus  2:rhombus       0.882  
    21     3:loop     3:loop       0.569  
    22     3:loop     3:loop       0.853  
    23     3:loop     3:loop       0.853  
    24     3:loop     3:loop       0.569  
    25     3:loop     3:loop       0.853  

    26     3:loop     3:loop       0.853  
    27     3:loop     3:loop       0.853  
    28     3:loop  1:default   +   0.544  
    29     3:loop  1:default   +   0.544  
    30     3:loop     3:loop       0.853  
    31     3:loop  1:default   +   0.544  
    32     3:loop  1:default   +   0.544  
    33     3:loop     3:loop       0.853  
    34     3:loop     3:loop       0.853  

 
=== Evaluation on training set === 
 
Time taken to test model on training data: 0.07 seconds 
 
=== Summary === 
 
Correctly Classified Instances          24               70.5882 % 

Incorrectly Classified Instances        10               29.4118 % 
Kappa statistic                          0.543  
Mean absolute error                      0.2161 
Root mean squared error                  0.3034 
Relative absolute error                 49.7226 % 
Root relative squared error             65.1435 % 
Coverage of cases (0.95 level)         100      % 
Mean rel. region size (0.95 level)      68.6275 % 

Total Number of Instances               34      
 
=== Detailed Accuracy By Class === 
 
                 TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall   F-Measure  MCC      ROC Area  PRC Area  Class 
                 0.583    0.182    0.636      0.583    0.609      0.410    0.852     0.720     default 
                 0.875    0.000    1.000      0.875    0.933      0.918    0.990     0.958     rhombus 
                 0.714    0.300    0.625      0.714    0.667      0.408    0.954     0.912     loop 

Weighted Avg.    0.706    0.188    0.717      0.706    0.709      0.529    0.926     0.855      
 
=== Confusion Matrix === 
 
  a  b  c   <-- classified as 
  7  0  5 |  a = default 
  0  7  1 |  b = rhombus 
  4  0 10 |  c = loop 
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KNearestNeighbour (Java-ML) 

 

 


